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Planning possibilities are significant under
the now-effective elective regime for noncorporate business entities. The disregard
of single-member entities offers corporate
members an attractive alternative to the
consolidated return approach, and the certainty afforded to foreign entities makes the
increased use of hybrids a substantial likelihood. There are some open questions, however. particularly with regard to state tax
treatment.
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EThe

final entity
classification
Regulations
(TD 8697,
12/17/96)
are the last step in the Service's
streamlining of the process, which began
on 3/29/95 with Notice 95-14, 1995-1 CB
297. The Notice suggested that taxpayers
might be allowed to treat unincorporated
business organizations as partnerships or
associations on an elective basis. Having
whetted the appetite of the tax community, IRS released Proposed Regulations
under Section 7701 on 5/9/96 to replace
the corporate-resemblance classification
methodology that had been in use since
1960.' The Proposed Regulations met with
unprecedented applause. 2 The final Regulations generally follow the proposals
while providing additional clarity and
guidance in specific areas.
Nevertheless, the ultimate fate of the
Regulations began to be questioned even
prior to their release, due to an announcement by the Joint Committee of Taxation
staff that it had independently initiated a
review of the tax rules governing the entity classification process.3 As discussed below, it is unclear as to what effect, if any,
the ICT staff's review will have on the future of the Regulations.

(c)

THE FINAL REGULATIONS

THE STATUTE AND THE OLD RULES

Under the new Regulations, entities are
categorized as either trusts or business entities. A business entity not required to be
treated as a per se corporation is an "eligible" entity; its owners may choose to have
the entity treated as either a corporation
or a partnership for federal tax purposes.
Asingle-owner eligible entity may be disregarded as an entity separate from its
owner.

Section 7701 (a)(2) broadly defines a partnership to include a syndicate, group,
pool, joint venture, or other unincorporated organization, through or by means of

Determining whether an entity exists.
The first step in the entity classification
process is to determine whether a separate
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which any business, financial operation, or
venture is carried on, and that is not a
trust or estate or a corporation. Section
7701(a)(3) defines a corporation to include associations, joint-stock companies,
and insurance companies.
Old Reg. 301.7701-2 used a two-step
approach in classifying unincorporated
domestic and all foreign entities. An entity
was first classified as a trust or an association, depending on whether it possessed
associates and a profit motive. All associations were then classified as either corporations or partnerships depending on
whether they possessed three or more of
four corporate characteristics-limited liability, centralized management, continuity of life, and free transferability of member interests.
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entity exists for federal tax purposes.4
Under Reg. 301.7701-l(a)(1), an organization is an entity separate from its
owners for federal tax purposes based
on its treatment under federal tax law.
Reg. 301.7701- l(a)(2) states that a
joint venture or other contractual
arrangement may be a separate entity
if the participants carry on a trade,
business, financial operation, or venture and divide the profits therefrom.
In contrast, the mere sharing of expenses or co-ownership of property
does not give rise to a separate entity.
An organization wholly owned by and
an integral part of a state and certain
incorporated Indian tribes are not recognized as separate federal tax entities. 5 Qualified cost sharing arrangements under Reg. 1.482-7 are likewise
not separate federal tax entities.6
An entity is treated as a domestic
entity if it is created or organized in
the U.S., under the laws of the U.S. or a
state. An entity is foreign if it is not do7
mestic.
Distinguishing trusts from business
entities. Under old Reg. 301.77012(a)(2), trusts (excluding business
trusts) were distinguished from associations since they lacked associates
and an objective to carry on business
and divide the gains therefrom. The
new Regulations maintain these distinctions.8
A "nonbusiness trust" will continue
to mean an arrangement created either
by will or inter vivos declaration
whereby trustees take title to property
to protect or conserve it for designated
beneficiaries. Accordingly, an arrangement will continue to be treated as a

trust for federal tax purposes if its purpose is to vest trustees with the responsibility of protecting and conserving property for beneficiaries who
cannot share in the discharge of this
responsibility and who are not associates in a joint enterprise for the conduct of business for profit.' Because
business trusts are usually created for
other purposes, Reg. 301.7701-4(b)
provides that they are more properly
characterized as business entities.
Once an entity is determined to be
a business entity, it will be treated for
federal tax purposes as a corporation,
a partnership, or simply disregarded as
an entity separate from its owner.

Classifying aPost-1996 Business Entity
As indicated above, under Reg.
301.7701-2(a) a "business entity" is
any entity recognized for federal tax
purposes (including a single-owner
entity that is disregarded as an entity
separate from its owner under Reg.
301.7701-3), not properly classified as
a trust under Reg. 301.7701-4 or otherwise subject to corporate treatment
under the Code.
Entities with more than one member. A business entity with two or
more members formed after 1996 is
classified as either a corporation or an
"eligible" entity. Reg. 301.7701-2(b)
defines a"corporation" as including:
1. A business entity organized under a federal or state statute, or under a
statute of a federally recognized Indian
tribe, if the statute describes or refers
to the entity as incorporated or as a
corporation, body corporate, or body
politic.

1 The old Section 7701 Regulations were pro-

mulgated in response to Kintner, 216 F.2d
418. 46 AFTR 998 ICA-9. 1954). based on
the guidelines established in Morrissey. 296
U.S. 344, 16 AFTR 1274 (1935). For a
detailed discussion of the history of the
Kintner Regulations, see Willis, Pennell. and
Postlewaite. Partnership Taxation. Sixth
Edition (Warren. Gorham & Lamont. 1996),
3.03121; McKee, Nelson, and Whitmire.
Federal Taxation of Partnerships and
Partners, Third Edition (Warren, Gorham &
Lamont. 1997). 13.06111.
2 See "ABA Tax Section Meeting: Government Gets Accolades for Check-the-Box
Rules.' 96 Tax Notes Today 94.4 (5/13/96);
Praise for Check-the-Box.- BNA Daily Tax
Report 5/13/96, page G-9: Pillow. Schmalz.
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and Starr. "Check-the-Box Proposed Regs.
Simplify the Entity Classification Process,"
85 JTAX 72 (August 1996); Lipton and
Thomas. "Proposed Check-the-Box Business Classification Regulations Simplify
Current Rules." 13 J. Partnership Tax'n 195
(Fall 1996); Levey and Teigen, "International
Implications of 'Check-the-Box.'" 85 JTAX
261 (November 1996).
3 See excerpts of letter from Kenneth J. Kies.
Chief of Staff, JCT. dated 11/7/96. in BNA
Daily Tax Report 11/15/6. page G-4.
4 Seethe Preamble to TO 8697. part A.
S Reg. 301.7701-1(a)(3).
6 Reg. 301.7701-1(c).
7 Reg. 301.7701-I(d). While acknowledging
that commenters on the Proposed Regu-
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2. An association (as determined
under Reg. 301.7701-3).
3. A business entity organized under
a state statute, if the statute describes or
refers to the entity as a joint-stock company or joint-stock association.
4. An insurance company.
5. A state-chartered business entity
conducting banking activities, if any of
its deposits are insured under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act or a similar
federal statute.
6. A business entity wholly owned
by a state or any political subdivision
thereof.
7. A business entity that is taxable as a corporation under a provision of the Code other than Section
7701(a)(3).
8. Certain listed foreign entities.
Under Reg. 301.7701-3(a), an entity
that is not a per se corporation under
categories 1 or 3 through 8 above is an
eligible entity and may elect classification as either a partnership or an association (and thus a corporation under
Reg. 301.7701-2(b)(2)). A major simplifying aspect of the Regulations is
that the election process operates via a
default mechanism. Accordingly, a domestic eligible entity need affirmatively act only when it desires to be classified as a corporation; otherwise the
entity will be classified as a partnership if it has two or more members or
be disregarded as an entity separate
from its owner if it has only one owner.10
Eligible foreign entities also have a
default mechanism, although the default is not always to a partnership
classification. Under Reg. 301.77013(b)(2)(i), an eligible foreign entity

lations had asked for guidance in determining if a joint venture or other contractual
arrangement is considered a separate entity
under the Regulations, the IRS declined to
respond to this issue as beyond the scope
of the Regulations. See the Preamble to TO
8697. part B.
8 See the Preamble to TO 8697. part A.
9 Reg. 301.7701-4(a).
10 Regs. 301.7701-2(c)(1) and (2). Under a spe.
cial rule in Reg. 301.7701-2(c)(2)(ii). if the
single owner of an eligible entity is a bank
(as defined in Section 581), any tax rules
applicable solely to banks will apply to the
single owner as if its wholly owned entity
were a separate entity.
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with two or more members will default
to association status if all of its members have limited liability, and to partnership status if any member does not
have limited liability."t Similarly, a single-member eligible foreign entity will
default to association status if its owner has limited liability or be disregarded as an entity separate from its owner
if not. Under Reg. 301.7701-3(b)(2)
(ii), a member of a foreign eligible entity has limited liability if the member
has no personal liability for the debts
of or claims against the entity by reason of being a member, based solely on
the statute or law under which the entity is organized. A member has personal liability if the creditors of the entity may seek satisfaction of all or any
portion of the debts or claims against
the entity from the member due to
status as a member. The Regulations
emphasize that a member has personal liability for this purpose even if the
member is, by agreement, indemnified
by another person (whether or not
that other person is a member) with
respect to the liability. Where liability
for members is optional under applicable local law, the entity's organizational documents may also be relevant
in determining whether limited liability exists.
The Preamble to TD 8697 indicates
that the default rules reflect what the
IRS believes entity members expect.
Reg. 301.7701-3(a) provides that taxpayers who desire to choose an initial
entity classification other than the regulatory default may do so; otherwise,
the entity retains its default classification (regardless of any changes in the
members' liabilities occurring during
the period that such classification is
relevant) until an election is filed. The
Preamble to the Proposed Regulations
warned that if a foreign entity's owners
were uncertain as to whether they had
limited liability under local law, the entity should file an election to secure
the desired classification. That warning should continue to be heeded.
Single-member entities. Reg. 301.7701 3(b)(l)(ii) provides that a domestic single-member eligible entity is disregarded
for federal tax purposes unless its owner
elects to treat the entity as an association.
The taxable income of a disregarded en-

tity will be reported on Schedule C of an
individual owner's federal income tax return, or as income from a division if the
owner is a corporation or a partnership.
The default classification for a foreign single-member entity operates in
a manner similar to that of a foreign
entity with two or more owners. 12 Accordingly, unless its owner elects association status, a foreign single-member
eligible entity is disregarded as an entity separate from its owner if the owner does not have limited liability.An eligible single-member foreign entity
whose owner has limited liability will
be treated as an association, unless its
owner elects to have the entity disregarded.

Tb. ftistep ia,. entity
clasiuiallal praess is to

d
~
0 11wh.
a separate
IUiat exsferfooeral tax
PP m
. - _

Although an eligible single-member entity may be disregarded for federal tax purposes, it is not disregarded
for local business law purposes. Owners of single-member entities must adhere to local law single-member entity
formation requirements. If those formalities are disregarded. an entity may
be ignored under a "piercing the veil"
approach and state law limited liability
protection could be lost.
Status imposed by the Code. Regardless of the above classification rules,
Reg. 301.7701-2(b)(7) imposes corporate classification on a business entity
that is required to be treated as a corporation under any other provision of

11 Prop. Reg. 301.7701-3(b)(2)(i) treated newly
formed foreign eligible entities as associations if no member had unlimited liability. To
ensure that contractual joint ventures (in
which members are not jointly and severally
liable for all debts of the entity but have
unlimited liability for only a certain proportion of the entity's debts) would not default
to association status, the language was
modified.
12 Reg. 3011.7701-3(b)(2)(i)(C),
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the Code. Accordingly, a publicly traded partnership treated as a corporation under Section 7704 or a Section
770 1(i) taxable mortgage pool may not
elect out of corporate status.
Election out of Subchapter K. Section 76 1(a) permits an unincorporated
organization availed of (1) for investment purposes only and not for the active conduct of a business, (2) for the
joint production, extraction, or use of
property, but not for the purpose of
selling services or property produced
or extracted, or (3) by certain dealers
in securities, to elect to be excluded
from all or a portion of Subchapter K.
The election out is available only if the
organization's members can adequately determine their income without the
computation of partnership income.
A Section 76 1(a) election may be
made only by a qualifying entity 3 that
would otherwise be subject to Subchapter K.An entity that is treated as a
partnership for federal tax purposes
(whether by election or operation of
the default rule) then will be entitled
to elect out of Subchapter K if it meets
the requirements of Section 761(a).
Accordingly, the choice of whether to
make an election out is not affected by
4
the Regulations.1
Clarifications regarding listed foreign per se corporations. The Regulations clarify the per se corporation
treatment of entities formed in Aruba,
Canada, People's Republic of China,
Republic of China (Taiwan), India, Indonesia, Netherlands Antilles, and
Sweden.1 s The modifications to the
Proposed Regulations include:
" Aruba. A Naamloze Vennootschap
is no longer treated as a per se corporation.
" Canada.The Proposed Regulations

13 In this regard, it is the Service's position
that a separate juridical entity cannot elect
out of Subchapter K because the oartners
do not own the property as co-owners. See
Regs. 1 761-2(a)(2)(i) and -2(a)(3)(i). As a
result. it is unlikely that an LLC will be able
to elect Out of Subchapter K.
14 See part II.C. of the Preamble to the
Proposed Regulations. The final Regulations
do not change this conclusion.
15Reg. 301.7701-2(b)(8). See aiso the
Preamble to TD 8697, part B
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treated all Canadian corporations
as per se corporations. Reg.
301.7701-2(b)(8)(ii)(A) provides
that any corporation or company
formed under any Canadian federal or provincial law where all the
entity's members have unlimited liability will not be treated as a per
se corporation.
" People's Republic of China. A Gufen
Youxian Gongsi rather than a Company Limited by Shares will be
treated as a per se corporation.
" Republic of China (Taiwan). A Kufen Yu-hsien Kung-szu rather than
a Company Limited by Shares will
be treated as a per se corporation.
• India. A company deemed to be a
public limited company solely by
operation of Section 43A( 1) (relating to corporate ownership of the
company), Section 43A(1A) (relating to annual average turnover), or
Section 43A( iB) (relating to ownership interests in other companies) of the Companies Act, 1956
(or any combination of these), provided that the organizational documents of such deemed public limited company continue to meet the
requirements of Section 3(1)(iii) of
the Companies Act, 1956, will not
be treated as a per se corporation.
" Indonesia.A Perseroan Terbuka
will be treated as a per se corporation.
" NetherlandsAntilles. A Naamloze
Vennootschap is no longer a per se
corporation.
" Sweden. A Publika Aktiebolag will
be treated as a per se corporation.
Finally, Reg. 301.7701-2(b)(8)(iii)
provides that with regard to Cyprus,
Hong Kong, Jamaica, or Trinidad and
Tobago, a public limited company includes any limited company that is not
a private limited company under local
law.
Future modifications to the per se

16 See the Preamble to T 8697, part B.
17 Reg. 301.7701-3(d)(2). The 60-month intermission was added in the final Regulations
in response to queres concerning the prooer treatment of an entity whose classification relevancy is interrupted by a period in
which the entity's classification is not relevant.
16 See the Preamble to TO 8697. part C.
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foreign corporation entity list will be
announced in a notice of proposed
rulemaking and will be prospective
only.16

Classifying aPre-1997 Business Entity
Under Reg. 301.7701-3(b)(3)(i), an eligible domestic entity in existence before 1997 (a"pre-existing entity") that
chooses to retain its classification will
not be required to act-its status simply continues as previously claimed
unless it is a single-member entity that
had claimed to be a partnership. In
that situation, the single-member entity will be disregarded as an entity separate from its owner. Only an entity
that chooses to change its status
should file an election (and, as discussed below, filing such an election to
change status may have adverse consequences).

to file, or how the return must be prepared, the entity's classification is relevant no later than the date on which an
interest in the entity is acquired that
would require a U.S. person to file an
information return on Form 5471.
Lapse in relevancy. It is possible that
a foreign entity's classification may be
relevant, cease being relevant, then become relevant again. If classification
has not been relevant for 60 months or
more, when classification is again relevant the entity will be treated as a new
entity (with its classification determined under the default rules previously discussed). 17 If, however, classification *relevancy is re-established
within 60 months, generally the entity
will retain its prior classification.18 Accordingly, when a person's acquisition
of a foreign eligible entity interest
causes that entity's U.S. tax classification to become relevant, the acquirer
should inquire about the entity's classification relevancy during the last 60
months.

Pre-existing foreign eligible entities.
Reg. 301.7701-3(b)(3)(ii) provides
that a foreign eligible entity is treated
as being in existence before 1997 only
if its classification was relevant at any
time during the 60 months prior to EXAMPLE: J, a U.S. resident, and X, a
1/1/97. For this purpose, if different foreign corporation, own 20% and
classifications were claimed by an enti- 80%, respectively, of Z, an eligible forty before 1997, its classification is the eign business entity doing no business
a
last one claimed. If an entity's classifi- in the U.S. Z elected to be treated as
X
purposes;
tax
U.S.
for
corporation
cation is relevant prior to 1997 but no
federal tax or information return was has unlimited liability under the law of
filed, or the returns filed did not indi- the country in which Z was organized.
his interest in X to S,
cate the entity's classification, the en- On 6/1/97, Jsells
Concurrent with J's
person.
a
foreign
tity's classification for the period beclassification is no
tax
U.S.
Z's
sale,
fore 1997 is determined under the old
U.S. tax or informafor
relevant
longer
Regulations.
12/1/99, U.S. resiOn
purposes.
tion
Reg. 301.7701-3(d)(1) provides
S's
20% interest in Z.
purchases
R
dent
that a foreign eligible entity's classifitreated as a new
being
Z
than
Rather
cation is relevant when it affects the lito its prior correturn
would
Z
entity,
ability of any person for federal tax or
Accordingly, R
classification.
porate
information purposes. Usually this is
of Z
shareholder
as
a
treated
be
will
the date it becomes necessary to file a
default
the
under
a
partner
than
rather
federal tax return, information return,
or statement for which the entity's rules of Reg. 301.7701-3(b)(2)(i)(A).
classification must be determined. For
example, a foreign entity's classifica- Making a Classificatioa Electioa
tion is relevant if U.S. income was paid Reg. 301.7701-3(c) provides that an elto the entity and the tax withholding igible entity should make a classificaunder chapter 3 of the Code varies de- tion election by filing Form 8832 with
pending on whether the entity is a the service center designated on the
partnership or an association. Since form. The instructions on the form
the entity's classification might affect provide that the Philadelphia service
the documentation that the withhold- center should be used. An election will
ing agent must receive from the entity, not be accepted unless all of the inforthe type of tax or information return mation required by Form 8832 (and its
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instructions), including the entity's
taxpayer identification number, is
provided.
In addition to the Philadelphia service center filing requirement, Reg.
301.7701-3(c)(1)(ii) provides that an
electing eligible entity must attach a
copy of Form 8832 to its federal tax or
information return for the tax year for
which the election is made. If the entity is not required to file a return for
that year, a copy of Form 8832 must be
attached to the federal income tax or
information return of any direct or indirect owner of the entity for the tax
year of the owner that includes the
election's effective date. An indirect
owner need not attach a copy of Form
8832 to its return if a copy is being
filed by an entity in which the indirect
owner holds an interest. Failure to follow this additional notification requirement will not invalidate an otherwise valid election but the Regulations
caution that the nonfiling party may
be subject to penalties, including applicable penalties for filing returns inconsistent with their entity's election.
AB is an eligible entity that
began business on 11/23/97, the date it
was formed by A,a calendar-year individual who owns a 75% profits and
capital interest, and B, an October 30
fiscal-year corporation that owns the
remaining 25%. A and B want to ensure that AB is classified as a partnership for federal tax purposes. Accordingly, an election is filed with the
Philadelphia service center on Form
8832 in accordance with Reg.
301.7701-3(c)(1) on 12/31/97, designating AB as a partnership beginning
11/23/97. AB's majority interest tax
year is the calendar year, under Section
706(b)(1)(B)(i). Therefore, AB's first
return will be for the period ended
12/31/97. AB will include a copy of
Form 8832 with its 1997 partnership
return. If AB remains inactive until
1/3/98 (and, therefore, has no return
filing obligation for 1997), Reg.
301.7701-3(c)(1)(ii) requires that a
copy of its classification be attached to
the 1997 federal income tax return of
either A (initially due 4/15/98) or B
(initially due 1/ 15/99).
Reg. 301.7701-3(c)( 1)(iii) provides
that a classification election may be
EXAMPLE:

made at any time and will be effective
on the date specified on Form 8832,
provided the date selected is not more
than 75 days prior to, or more than 12
months after, the date Form 8832 is
filed. If no date is specified on the election form, the election will be considered effective on the date it is filed.
Should an election specify an effective
date more than 75 days prior to or 12
months after the date Form 8832 is
filed, it will be effective on the date
that is either 75 days prior to or 12
months after the election filing date, as
appropriate. Under no circumstances
will an election be considered effective
prior to 1997.19
Signing the election. Reg. 301.77013(c)(2) requires that an election must
be signed by (1) each member of the
electing entity who is an owner at the
time the election is filed or (2) any officer, manager, or member of the electing entity authorized (under local law
or by the entity's organizational documents) to make the election and who
represents as to having such authorization under penalties of perjury. An
election requesting an effective date
that is prior to the date Form 8832 is
filed will not be effective unless all
persons who were owners during the
interim period consent (by signing
Form 8832) to the classification chosen.20

Underw dou~lfnechanism, a
donest eliildo~ntity need
ahfliuvsalveltuaiy when it
deaslm to be rtasified as a

The Regulations do not discuss the
process of delegating authority to
make a classification election, how
specific any grant of authority must
be, or whether any granted election authority may be restricted to an initial
election.21 Form 8832 simply requires
that the signing person affirm their authority under penalties of perjury. Presumably, a person is authorized to
make an election provided that person
has actual or apparent authority under

JOURNAL

local law agency principles. Accordingly, care must be exercised to prevent a
disgruntled member (or designated
third person) with authority under local law from executing a Form 8832
without the knowledge or consent of
the other members.
Limitation on elective classification
changes. An eligible entity that makes
a classification election (other than an
existing entity that makes an election
to change its classification as of
1/1/97) is barred, by Reg. 301.77013(c)( 1)(iv), from changing its classification during the succeeding 60
months. This rule applies only to
changes in classification by electiona new entity that elects out of its default classification at formation is not
considered to have made a change. 22 A
waiver of this 60 month re-election
prohibition is available if more than
50% of the ownership interests in the
entity on the subsequent election date
are owned by persons that did not own
any interests in the entity on the filing
date or the effective date of the entity's
prior election. While "ownership interest" is not defined in the Regulations,
this rule differs from the requirements
used in determining whether a Section
708(b)(1)(B) technical termination
has occurred.
A owns a 30% profits interest in PS, a partnership currently subject to Reg. 301.7701-3(c)(1)(iv)'s
classification change limitation rule. B
owns the remaining 70% profits interest and a 100% capital interest in PS. If
B transferred a 60% capital and a 10%
profits interest to C, PS could change
its classification by making a new Reg.
301.7701-3(c)(1) election (with the
Service's approval); PS would not.
technically terminate under Section
708(b)(1)(B).
EXAMPLE:

19 Reg. 301.7701-3(c)(I)(iii). Where an election
specifies a date prior to 1997. it will be considered effective on 1/1/97.
20 This retroactive-election owner requirement
applies even if the election is being made by
an authorized person- See the Preamble to
TD 8697. part C.
21 Cf. Reg. 301.6231(a)(7)-1 (specific requirements for designating a tax matters partner).
22 See the Preamble to TD 8697. pan C. See
also the Preamble to the Proposed Regulations, part II1.C.3.
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If instead B owned a 69% profits interest and a 100% capital interest, C already owned 1% of PS's profits interest, and B transferred a 60% profits
interest and a 60% capital interest to C,
PS would terminate under Section
708(b)( 1)(B). Since the reconstituted
entity would be treated as another
partnership under Reg. 301.7701-3(e),
it should be entitled to make a new
classification election despite its predecessor having made a classification
election within the past 60 months.22
Although IRS consent would not be
available under Reg. 301.7701-3(c)(1)
(iv)'s waiver procedure (because C
owned an interest in PS at the time of B's
transfer to C), reconstituted PS should
be considered a new entity, entitled to
make a new classification election.
It is unclear from the Regulations as
to whether an entity will be eligible to
request a waiver of the 60 month election restriction where there has been
an indirect change of more than 50% of
an'entity's ownership interests. For example, if a partnership is owned equally by two partnerships and the ownership interests of both of the owning
partnerships completely change, will
the requesting partnership be considered to have had an ownership change?
Future guidance from the IRS will be
needed to clarify this issue, which
probably will take the form of private
letter rulings.
Approval for a second change within the 60-month restriction period that
follows an election may be obtained
only by letter ruling and will not be
granted unless there has been more
than a 50% ownership change.24 Finally, the Preamble notes that this 60month restriction applies on an entityby-entity basis. Thus, the limitation
may be avoided by transferring an entity's business to another entity.
23 Had AS not terminated under Section
708(b11)(B. AB would not have been eligible to request the IRS to allow it to change
its partnership classification until Reg.
301.7701-3c)(1)(iv)'s 60-month period had
ended. Although there would have been a
more than 50% ownership change (from B
to C). C already owned an interest in AS
(i.e.. 1% of profits), making AS ineligible for
an IRS waiver of the 60-month limitation
rule.
24
See the Preamble to TD 8697, pan C.
25 Id.. pan B.
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Protective elections. An entity that is prohibiting elections from being conuncertain as to whether it is a business sidered effective prior to 1997. Similarentity may make a protective elec- ly, it is unclear whether the deemed
tion.25 For example, an entity believes election rule allows an entity to change
it is a trust rather than a business enti- its classification without obtaining the
ty but some doubt exists about this consent of all prior owners.
conclusion. The entity could make a
protective election to ensure partner- EXAMPLE: A, B, C, and D form entity X
ship or corporation status should IRS on 1/1/97. X is an eligible domestic enlater determine it to be a business enti- tity under the Regulations. No election
ty. Similarly, protective elections also is made for X. A and B withdraw as
members of X on 6/30/97. C and D
may be appropriate for:
agree on 12/30/97 to request exemp" A foreign entity formed after 1996
tion from tax under Section 501(a)
that is uncertain as to whether (1)
and to consider X a tax-exempt entity
all of its members have limited liafor 1997. If X's tax-exempt claim is
bility or (2) classification is releconsidered effective 1/1/97, it is
vant for U.S. tax or information redeemed to have elected association
porting purposes.
status on that date. Presumably, C and
" An entity in existence before 1997
D need not obtain A and B's approval
that believes it is a corporation
to treat X as a corporation.
and that wants to retain corporate
status.
Caution should be exercised when
making a protective election, however.
If an entity in existence before 1997
believes it is a partnership and makes a
protective partnership election, and is
ultimately determined by the IRS to
have been a corporation (i.e., it had no
reasonable basis for claiming partnership status), the entity would be treated as having liquidated and distributed
its assets to its shareholders, followed
by a contribution of those assets to a
Similarly, Reg. 301.7701-3(c)(1)(v)
new partnership. This deemed liquida- (B) provides that an eligible entity
tion could result in gain to the distrib- electing REIT treatment under Section
utees if the distributed property's FMV 856(c)(1) will be deemed to have
exceeds the distributees' tax bases in made an election under Reg. 301.7701their corporate stock.
3(c)(1) to be classified as a corporation as of the first day the entity is
Deemed elections. It is possible that treated as a REIT. Since an entity must
an eligible entity will be deemed to be classified as a corporation for federhave chosen association status, under al income tax purposes before it can
Reg. 301.7701-3(c)(1)(v). An eligible make a REIT election, a business trust
entity determined to be, or that claims desiring REIT status, but that had
to be, exempt from taxation under Sec- failed to elect association status within
tion 501(a) will be considered to have 75 days of beginning business, would
elected corporate classification as of have been unable to make a REIT electhe first day for which a tax exemption tion. The REIT deemed election rule
is claimed or determined to apply, re- prevents this inadvertent circumstance
gardless of when the claim or determi- from occurring.
nation is made. This deemed election
will remain in effect unless an affirma- Coordination with termination
tive election is made to be treated oth- rules. Except as provided in Reg.
er than as an association, after the date 301.7701-2(d)(3) (regarding terminathe claim for exempt status is with- tion of grandfather status for certain
drawn, rejected, or revoked. It is un- foreign business entities), a reconsticlear as to whether the deemed elec- tuted entity resulting from a Section
tion rule trumps the general rule 708(b)(1)(B) termination, or an entity
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partnership if all of the following conditions are met:
1. The entity was in existence on
5/8/96.
Effective Date and Transition Rules
2. The entity's classification was relReg. 301.7701-3(f)(1) states that the
new classification rules are effective as evant (as defined in Reg. 301.77013(d)) on 5/8/96.
of 1/1/97.
3. No person (including the entity)
Transition rule safe harbor. Under for whom the entity's U.S. tax classifiReg. 301.7701-3(f)(2), the classifica- cation was relevant on 5/8/96 treats the
tion of an eligible entity in existence entity as a corporation for purposes of
before 1997 will be respected by the filing a federal income tax return, inIRS for all periods before that date if formation return, or withholding docall of the following conditions are met: ument for the tax year including
1. The entity had a reasonable basis 5/8/96.
(within the meaning of Section 6662)
4. Any change in the entity's
for its claimed classification.
claimed classification within the 60
2. The entity and all of its members months prior to 5/8/96 occurred solely
recognized the federal tax conse- as a result of a change in the organizaquences of any change in the entity's tional documents of the entity, and the
classification within the 60 months entity and all of its members recogprior to 1997.
nized the federal tax consequences of
3. Neither the entity nor any mem- any such change in classification withber was notified in writing on or be- in the 60 months prior to 5/8/96.
fore 5/8/96 that its classification was
5. The entity had a reasonable basis
under examination.
(within the meaning of Section 6662)
The transition rule in Prop. Reg. on 5/8/96 for treating itself other than
301.7701-3(e)(2)(ii) would have grant- as a corporation.
ed transition relief only if a pre-exist6. Neither the entity nor any meming entity had claimed the same classi- ber was notified in writing before
fication for all prior periods. The final 5/9/96 that the entity's classification
rule acknowledges that having more was under examination.
than one prior period classification is
This grandfather rule is somewhat
not relevant for transition purposes, different from its counterpart in Prop.
provided an entity appropriately recogReg. 301.7701-2(d). Most helpful is the
nizes the federal tax consequences aselimination of the requirement that an
sociated with a prior period classifica- entity wishing to avail itself of the
tion change. Thus, for example, an
grandfather rule have claimed partnerentity treated as a corporation that
ship status for all periods prior to and
modified its organizational documents
including 5/8/96. Taxpayers argued
to achieve partnership status would not
that this requirement would have prebe prohibited from using the transition
cluded grandfather treatment for entirule provided it recognized the tax conties that had restructured in the past
sequences of its corporate liquidation.
even though the resulting tax conseAs noted earlier, under Reg. 301.770 13(b)(3)(ii) a foreign eligible entity is quences had been recognized. The IRS
considered to be in existence before agreed; an entity may now use the
1997 only if its classification was rele- grandfather rule even if it changed its
vant to any person for federal tax or in- status before 5/8/96, but only (1) if the
tax consequences of any change within
formation purposes.
the 60 months preceding 5/8/96 have
Special grandfather rule for pre-ex- been recognized by the entity and its
isting foreign business entities. Reg. members and (2) no member for
301.7701-2(b)(8) treats certain listed whom classification was relevant on
foreign business entities as per se cor- 5/8/96 treated the entity as a corporaporations. Under a grandfather excep- tion for federal income tax, information, however, a listed foreign business tion return, or withholding return purentity historically treated as a partner- poses. Accordingly, those who want to
ship may continue to be classified as a continue to treat a pre-5/9/96 foreign
resulting from a Section 708(b)(2)(B)
division, will be a partnership.

JOURNAL

per se corporation as a partnership
must insure that no member's reporting jeopardizes their ability to use the
Reg. 301.7701-2(d)(1) grandfather
rule.
The grandfathered per se corporation rule is also available for an entity
formed after 5/8/96 provided the entity is formed pursuant to a written
binding contract (including an accepted bid to develop a project) in effect on
that date and all times thereafter, to
engage (directly or indirectly) in an
active and substantial business operation in the jurisdiction in which the
entity is formed."
ication for a
ber entity
ar similar to
rwith two

. Finally, grandfathered foreign partnerships must avoid transactions or
events that would terminate their special status. Reg. 301.7701-2(d)(3) cautions that a grandfathered partnership
will not receive grandfather treatment
after a Section 708(b)(1)(B) termination or if it participates in a Section
708(b)(2)(B) division. Fortunately,
Reg. 301.7701-2(d)(3)(ii) provides
that the loss of grandfather status may
be avoided where the sale or exchange
of interests causing a termination is
among related persons.
A summary of the Regulations' classification process appears in flowchart
form in Exhibit 1on pages 204-205.
Redetermined trusts. An entiW
claiming to be a trust for the period
before 1997 and that subsequently is
determined to be a business entity will
be entitled to choose its classification
at the time it is determined to be a
business entity. This choice, made at
the time status is redetermined, applies for purposes of the pre-existing
entity transition rule.27

25 Reg. 301.7701-2(d)(2).
27

See the Preamble to D 8697, pan 0.
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EXAMPLE: Entity X was organized in
1983 as a state law trust; its organizers
believed X to be a trust for federal tax
purposes. In 1997, X is audited and the
IRS determines that no reasonable basis existed for X's claim that it was a
trust for tax purposes. Rather, it is determined that X is a business entity.
Accordingly, X need not determine its
classification for years prior to 1997
under the old Regulations; instead, X
may choose its classification under the
Regulations for the period prior to
1997 (and for future periods).
Similarly, an entity formed after
1996 that erroneously claimed trust
status should be entitled to choose
corporate or partnership treatment at
the time its trust status is redetermined, with that status relating back to
the period of its misclassification.

is whether they will stand as promulgated. In view of the overwhelmingly
favorable reception the Proposed Regulations received, it was no surprise
that a collective gasp ran through the
tax community when the JCT staff announced an independent review of the
entity classification rules. 2 8 After
much speculation about whether the
JCT intended to delay release of the
Regulations, the JCT staff held a press
conference on 11/25/96 stating that
their entity classification review was
precipitated by the Regulations and
the widespread state extension of limited liability statutes. 29

Iflocal law singli-member
entity formatio requirements
are disregarded, state law
limited limbilty Iretection
could be lost.

REMAINING UNCERTAINTIES
The Regulations resolve many significant issues that were left open in the
Additionally, the JCT staff voiced its
Proposed Regulations, but not all. Reregarding the policy of effecconcern
imthe
maining uncertainties include
pact of the pending ICT study, wheth- tively imposing a toll charge (i.e., a
er a member will be respected as a double tax regime) only on entities
the public debt and
bona fide owner, the structure of an that need access to
30
Finally, concerns
markets.
equity
entity conversion, the interaction of
possibility that
the
about
raised
were
the like-kind exchange rules and sinmight successtaxpayer
aggrieved
an
tax
state
gle-member entities, and
authority
the
legislative
challenge
fully
considerations.
of the Regulations on discovering that
JCT study. Clearly, the most signifi- they had worked to the taxpayer's
31
cant concern regarding the Regulations detriment in a particular case. Accordingly, one possible recommendation following the ICT staff's review
would be that Congress simply codify
28 See letter from Kenneth J. Kies. JCT Chief
of Staff, dated 11/7/96. reported in BNA
the Regulations by explicitly granting
Daily Tax Report. 11/15/96. page G-4.
29 See Stuart Levine comment at LNET-LLC @ Treasury the authority to write classification Regulations.
USA.NET (11/21/96); "JCT Private Meetings
Susoenoed. Press Conference Announced."
Although the impact, if any, of the
96 TNT.227-2 (11/21/96); "Kies Says JCT
JCT staff's review cannot be deterStaff's Examination Of Corporate Tax Issues
Is On Track." BNA Daily Tax Report.
mined until it is completed, it seems
11/22/96. page G-2; "Congress May Need
clear that taxpayers must rely on the
To Codify Check-The-Box Rules. Kies Says."
Regulations in the interim. UndoubtBNA Daily Tax Report. 11/26/96. page G-1;
"Check-The-Box Rules Due By Year's End,
edly, the validity of the Regulations
But Questions May Remain, Officials Say,"
will depend on whether it is ultimately
BNA Daily Tax Report. 12/10/96. page G-7.
determined that Treasury was acting
30 BNA Daily Tax Report. 11/26/96. at page
G-2.
"within the permissible bounds of ad31 See Nelson, "Selected Issues in Partnership
ministrative construction" in revising
Taxation." National Institute of Tax Pro32
Until this matter is
fessionals. 8th Ann. Partnership Tax Inst.. the Regulations.
outline. page 2 (1996).
resolved, however, it would be prudent
32 See Morrissey. supra note 1. See also
to contractually require all entity
Larson. 66 TC 159 (1976).
members and their assignees to agree
3 See the Preamble to TO 8697. part B.
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not to challenge the entity classification chosen.
Bona fide owners. Several commenters requested that the Regulations
provide guidance as to when a member will be respected as a bona fide
owner for federal tax purposes. The
concern was highlighted by the treatment of single-member entities in the
Proposed Regulations. A two-person
domestic entity that was thought to be
a partnership would simply default to
disregarded entity status if the interest
of a member is determined to be too
nominal, making this issue of little
concern for most domestic entities. It
may be of more concern to foreign entities, however.
Jis a foreign entity owned
by M, a U.S. person and N, a foreign
person. N's interest is nominal and exists because local law permits foreign
entities to operate in the jurisdiction
only if a local person (with unlimited
liability) has an ownership interest in
the foreign entity. M has limited liability with respect to 1.If N is disregarded
as a de minimis member, Jwill default
to corporation status since its sole remaining member has limited liability.
In response to the comments received, the Service stated that the determination of whether an organization has more than one owner must be
based on all the facts and circumstances.33 Although raised in the context of the Regulations, this issue appears to have been covered in part by
the legislative history of Section
707(a)(2)(A) in DRA '84. That section
provides that a purported partnership
interest representing an allocation and
distribution of partnership income
may be determined to be a disguised
fee for services or payment for property. The legislative history goes through
an extensive six-factor analysis to determine whether a partner that receives such an allocation is, in fact, a
partner. It appears that a person respected as a partner under this analysis also should be treated as a partner
in determining whether an entity has
more than one member. The fact that
some or all of an organization's owners
are under common control (as described in Rev. RuL. 93-4, 1993-1 CB
EXAMPLE:

*
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223), however, does not require the
common parent to be treated as the
sole owner.
Form of conversions. An existing elioible entity's election to change its status must consider the federal tax consequences, if any. Rev. Rul. 84-111,
1984-2 CB 88, for example, set forth

three different forms taxpayers may
use when incorporating a partnership.
The Regulations do not elaborate
on whether a particular form must be
used when an eligible entity elects to
change its classification. The Preamble
to TD 8697 indicates that Treasury and
the IRS are considering issuing guidance on this matter. 34 It is likely that
guidance will mandate a form to be
used since, unlike Rev. Rul. 84-11 's
incorporation scenario, a partnershipto-corporation or corporation-topartnership conversion by election has
no form. Presumably, pending the issuance of further guidance, taxpayers
should be free to choose the conversion form most advantageous to them.
Single-member entities and Section
1031. As indicated above, the Regulations disregard a single-member entity
for federal tax purposes unless the entity elects to be treated as a corporation (or, if a foreign entity, defaults to
corporate status because its one member has limited liability). Presumably,
this disregard will enable the exchange
of state law single-member LLC interests if the entities in which such interests are exchanged hold qualifying
like-kind property. It is expected the
Treasury will clarify this matter with
additional guidance. 35
State tax considerations. It is not
clear how the 50 states will react to the
Regulations. Certainly, the majority
"piggyback" the federal rules for general tax purposes, but it is not known if
they will follow the federal lead with
regard to entity classification. For example, New York has officially adopted
the Regulations,35 while California has
unofficially given indications that it
will not. 37 Should states continue to
apply the old Regulations' four-factor
classification analysis, it will be necessary to retain that analysis in an entity's operating documents.

Of more significance is the ability
to disregard wholly owned unincorporated entities. Again, it is not clear
whether every state will follow the
federal disregarded-entity concept.
Some states require more than one
member to form an LLC. If the wholly
owned disregarded entity becomes a
popular vehicle for holding business
assets, more states will modify their
LLC statutes to allow for single-member LLCs.

eign entity. Such a structure will allow
an S corporation parent to be treated as
incurring foreign taxes directly, and entitle its shareholders to a foreign tax
credit. Thus, the combination of the
newly enacted Subchapter S subsidiary
rules and the Regulations will make S
corporation planning with affiliates
much more flexible and practical.

Consolidated return alternative.
Section 1501 affords an affiliated
group of eligible corporations the privilege of calculating its federal income
tax liability by making a consolidated
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
return. 39 Filing as a consolidated
The Regulations provide an excellent group offers many benefits, including
opportunity for all businesses to re-ex- (1) using unused losses of a member
amine their existing structures and fu- or members to offset current income
ture business plans.
of other group members, subject to
many exceptions including the sepaCorporate Restructuring
rate return limitation year (SRLY)
The Regulations offer new opportuni- rules and possibly Section 382, (2) exties to traditional corporate federal tax cluding from the distributee's gross inplanning for both new and existing come dividends paid by another memcorporations.
ber, 40 (3) generally deferring profits
4
from intercompany transactions, 1
Avoiding the S corporation sub- and (4) adjusting a parent's tax basis in
sidiary restriction. The single-mem- a subsidiary to reflect the subsidiary's
ber disregarded entity will facilitate S distributions, taxable income or loss,
corporation planning with affiliated certain tax-exempt income, and non42
entities.
capital, nondeductible items.
The Small Business Jobs Protection
There are several disadvantages of
Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-188, 8/20/96) filing a consolidated return, including
modified Subchapter S to allow S cor- (1) a general prohibition on deducting
poration subsidiaries to own C corpo- losses from the disposition of member
ration subsidiaries; an S corporation stock, 43 (2) the general irrevocability
owning 100% of a qualified Subchapter of the election to make a consolidated
S subsidiary (QSSS) may disregard that return, (3) deferral of intercompany
entity. Only a domestic entity may be a losses,44 and (4) the inclusion in inQSSS. 38 With the Regulations' single- come of "excess losses" in a parent's bamember disregarded entity concept, sis in its subsidiary on the disposition
however, the same structure is possible of the subsidiary's stock45
even if the owned subsidiary is a forSubject to exit strategy complica-

34 See also comments of Treasury Associate
Tax Legislative Counsel John J. Rooney.
reported in BNA Daily Tax Report. 1/15/97.
page G-3.
3, Id,
36 See New York Advisory Opinion. TSB-A96(19)C (7/24/96).
37 See letter from Glenn L. Rigby. Chief
Counsel, California Franchise Tax Board, to
IRS Commissioner Richardson. dated
8/12/96. advocating that all single-member
business entities should be classified as corporations. Given that California uses a unitary approach to taxing California businesses. whether or not the state follows the federal treatment may not be that significant.
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See also "California Grouos Discussing
Conforming To Federal Entity Classification
Rules." BNA Daily Tax Report. 2/24/97. page
H-1.
38 See generally Cummings and Starr. -The
Impact of the New S Corporation Revisions." 85 JTAX 197 (Octooer 1996).
39 For an in-depth analysis of the consolidated
group rules, see Crestol. Hennessev. ano
Yates. The Consolidated Tax Return
Principles. Practice. Planning, Fifth Edition
(Warren. Gorham & Lamont. 1993)_
40 Reg. 1.1502-13f1(2)(i).
41 Reg. 1-1502-13(a)(2).
42 Reg. 1.1502-32.
43 Reg- 1.1502-20.
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tions and state tax issues discussed later, the Regulations' disregard of a single-member LLC may offer a viable alternative to a consolidated return
structure. Division treatment would
enable an owner to benefit from the
losses attributable to its wholly owned
LLC without being concerned about
SRLY or other loss limitation restrictions. Similarly, "dividends" paid by a
single-member LLC would be disregarded, as would the gain or loss associated with intercompany transactions.
On the other hand, if a parent wants to
sell a subsidiary and has a higher basis
in the subsidiary's stock than the subsidiary has in its assets, a consolidated
return enables the parent to obtain the
advantage of that excess stock basis to
reduce its gain. A parent that wishes to
dispose of a single-member LLC
would not have that advantage.
Exit strategy complications. Corporate shareholders have a variety of
techniques available when considering
the disposition of a corporation, including selling the corporation's assets
or stock, engaging in a Section 368
tax-free reorganization, or spinning or
splitting off a subsidiary under Section
355. Similarly, corporate purchasers
often consider whether an asset or
stock purchase makes the most sense,
the impact of making a Section 338 or
338(h)(10) election, and the benefit of
any corporate attributes (subject to
Sections 269, 382,384, and other limitations) in the target.
In contrast, a corporation that
forms a single-member LLC as an alternative to a corporate subsidiary,

Reg. 1.1502-13.
44 Reg. 1.1502-19.
46 See Rev. Ruls. 70-140, 1970-1 CB 73. and
80-221. 1980-2 CB 107.
47 See Morris Trust, 367 F.2d 794, 18 AFTR2d
5843 (CA-4, 1966).
48 Section 368(c). as interpreted by the IRS,
defines control as 80% of the voting power
of all classes of voting stock and 80% of
each class of nonvoting stock.
49 For advance ruling purposes. "substantially
all" isdefined as at least 90% of the FMV of
the net assets and at least 70% of the FMV
of the gross assets of the target. See Rev.
Proc. 86-42. 1986-2 CB 722.
50 See the Preamble to TD 8697. 'Explanation

of Provisions." See also comments of Philip
R. West. Deputy Treasury International Tax
Counsel. quoted in the BNA Daily Tax Report
11/13197). page G-3.
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that owns additional assets not held in
the LLC, and that wishes to disposes of
the LLC, will be limited to selling the
LLC's assets. Although a non-S corporation parent always could incorporate
a division, any planned attempt to use
Section 351 as a means of converting a
taxable asset sale into a tax-free exchange (e.g., a B reorganization) will
not be permitted; the IRS will recharacterize, as an asset transfer rather
than a stock disposition, any purported transfer of LLC assets to a new corporation (Newco) or existing subsidiary (Sub) that is followed by the
immediate disposition of the Newco or
Sub stock to an acquiring corporation.4 Accordingly, a transfer by a parent of a single-member LLC's assets to
a new corporation must be other than
as part of a plan to engage in a tax-free
reorganization.
For an asset acquisition to be tax
free, it must satisfy the requirements of
Section 368(a)(1)(A), (C), (D), or
(a)(2)(D), or Section 351. If the transferor-corporation is not disposing of
all of its assets in the transaction (e.g.,
if it is not selling the assets held in its
other single-member LLCs), the asset
transfer will not qualify as a merger
unless the transferor first distributes to
its shareholder via a spinoff all of the
assets that Acquiring does not want,
after which the transferor can merge
into Acquiring. 47 A spinoff must satisfy the requirements of Section 355, including the requirements that Distributing and Controlled each be engaged
in a five-year active trade or business
and that the transaction be undertaken for a valid business purpose. This is
notAbsent
easily accomplished.
a spinoff, for a transfer to
qualify for tax-free treatment it must
qualify under Section 351 (meaning
the LLC's owner must control" Acquiring immediately after the transfer)
or satisfy the substantially all requirement 49 of Section 368(a)(1)(C), (D),
or (a)(2)(D). Section 351 will apply
only if either (1) the transferor transfers assets representing 80% of the value of Acquiring after the transfer or (2)
the other shareholders of Acquiring
contribute significant assets to Acquiring in conjunction with the transfer of
the LLC's assets. The substantially all
requirement cannot be met if the
I
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transferor retains operating assets of
any significant value. The transfer of
the assets of one single-member LLC
division while the transferor retains
assets in other single-member LLCs
would make it difficult, if not impossible, for the contributor-parent to satisfy the substantially all requirement.

Foreign Tax Matters
The Regulations should enable most
foreign entities to achieve partnership
classification for U.S. tax purposes
quickly, and with more certainty, than
ever before. This should encourage U.S.
businesses to use hybrid entities in international structuring. In fact, concern over the proliferation of hybrids is
apparently what led to the warning that
Treasury and the IRS will monitor the
use of international partnerships to ensure that they are not being used inconsistently with the policies and rules
of the Code or U.S. tax treaties.50
Additionally, the ability to have a
single-member entity treated as a
branch may be quite significant to
multinational groups. For example, a
U.S. corporation that owned a foreign
single-member entity could make outbound "transfers" of property, including cash, operating assets, and intangibles to that entity without being
subject to Sections 367 or 1491.
The use of a branch structure
could also reduce Subpart F deemed
dividend transactions. Since many
"intercompany" transactions would be
between branches of the same corporation rather than affiliated controlled foreign corporations, in many
instances Subpart F income simply
would not arise.

CONCLUSION

0

The check-the-box Regulations represent tremendous simplification for
most domestic and foreign entities.
The Regulations deal with most of the
significant questions that were unanswered under the Proposed Regulations. Although some of the momentum has been taken from the
Regulations by the news of the pending review by the ICT staff, taxpayers
should see immediate benefits from
this regulatory effort. U

